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to French rule.   The time was passing when other countries
were to be encouraged by French arms to set up republican
governments in imitation of the French model; the time had
come when the French Republic was to prove itself as ready
as the monarchy to annex neighbouring territories,
and the dis-     Then on November 19,  1792,  the French Convention
of^ubton issued its decree that it would give " assistance and help to
propaganda. ^ ^^ pe0pies who wished to recover their liberty."1
England had declined to interfere in the internal affairs of
her neighbour, but she did not expect France to enter upon
a crusade to upset the established governments of other
countries.   To Pitt and his colleagues this was all the more
important because they were already alarmed at the growth
The English of dangerous societies in England.   The Society for Con-
tataf agl" stitutional Information had been founded in 1791, and the
London Corresponding Society in the next year.    These
were not merely societies agitating, like the County Asso-
ciation, among the middle classes for Parliamentary Reform:
they worked amongst the lowest classes, and though their
actions may have been slight and insignificant, their words
were high-sounding and alarming.    Future generations can
look back  with equanimity,  and,  far from  the  restless
atmosphere of that time, see that the general fear of these
societies and the measures taken to repress them were
excessive   and   unreasonable.    Many   of   these   societies
produced nothing more dangerous than " frothy republican
talk which should have been treated with quiet contempt/'2
But their language was often definitely seditious, and still
more frequently, dangerous: it is said that in 1793 they
distributed 200,000 copies of Paine's defence of the French
seeks the     Revolution—The Rights of Man.3   And the fear which they
tSr^ievoiu. engendered was all the greater by reason of the fact that they
acted in secrecy.   In the days of most imperfect communica-
tion and before the organisation of any efficient police force,
every rumour was wildly exaggerated and could be subj ected
to no accurate investigation.   Hence when these societies sent
missions with congratulations which were warmly received
1 Camb. Mod. Hist,, voL viii., p. 297,
3 Rose, Pitt, partii, p. 114.	a Rose, Pitt, part .ii., p. 168.-

